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The International 1'evelopment Research Centre was established
to support development research in Third world countries in the
fIelds of: Agriculture, Food and utrit ion; Health sciences; Social
Sciences; and Information Sciences.

The IDRC Library, which is part ot the InforratIon Sciences
Division, was conceived not only as an information resource for TDRC
staff, project staff and Canadians with an interest in development,
but also as a testtnn oround for various techniques and methodologies
that could be applied in information science prolects in developing
countries.

The decision to computerise the library was thus taken In 1973
not Only to provtde access to the library's speclalised collection
in the field of development but also to create a basis of experience
which could he drawn upon when advising Third world countries on
the establishment of bibliographIc information systems,

The system that was chosen in 1973 was ISIS (Integrated Set of
Information Systems) developed at the international Tahour Office In
Geneva. ISIS runs on laroe IBM coTrouters and JDPC operated ISIS
through a service bureau for several years. Data entry and retrieval
were carried out on-line at IDRC. The production of indexes,
lists, purchase orders - any printed outnut except search
results printed on a hard copy terminal - and the updating and
management of files were batch operations carried out at the
service bureau where we submitted the appropriate lob control
cards.

During the first three years that we had ISIS in operation, we
created our own data base of some 15000 records and provided search
services on this as well as on the data bases of TLO, FAP, and U!IIDn,
we also built a small data base relating to health care delivery
systems In develonlncx countries,

Ppart from the Inconvenience Of the service bureau arrangement,
by 1975 it was clear that operating through a service bureau on a
large computer was a very expensive proposition (In the order of
$120 00() to $140 000 per year). We decided to investiiate the
possibility of acquiring a minicomputer to run the library's
operations, to maintain the speclailsed data bases we were already
making available, and to develop a relatively inexpensive anti reliable
package of both hardware and software that could he transferred to
developing country Institutions.

The new system would he used to build the IDPC library data
base (from acquisitions through to retrieval and production of
Indexes); to build the DEVSIS file (a data base to test the
design of an International system to provide information about
economic and social development); and to build the SAT1TTS file
(a data base recording information about low-cost rural health
care and health manpower trainini). From both DEVSIS and SALIJS
regular annotated bibliographies would he produced,
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After an evaluation of mtniromputer manufacturers and their
products, arid after contactlnq other institutions where Information
systems for minfcor'puters were being develoned, the 1fewlett-Pacard
3000 Series TI was selected and thow;hts turned to the design of the
system. There were several alternatives. The ISIS programs could
have been recoded for the E 3000, hilt this solution oti1d not have
taken advantage of the special features of the HP 3000, nor would it
have represented a significant savina in man years for analysis and
programming, he data uase mana'iernent ckaqe (jV/c,E) developed by
Hewlett-Packard for the 3000 could have been adopted, hut it was
tound to he unsuitable for a bibliogranhic system where irrhedded
keys and sub-fields ere required.

Te decided to design a new system, hut one that would perform
all the functions of ISIS and that would enable us to continue to
exchange information with ISIS users. 4e knew that, fron the system
designers point of view, the system should eet certain requirements,
It should he:

- oeneral purpose: it should not !.. e restricted to the
processiP of hlbljoclraphic information;

- modular: It should he possible to debug, maintain
and extend segments ot the system with-
out impact on the system as a whole;

- independent: the application programs should be
independent of the data base management
system so that in a muitiuser environ-
ment It would be possible to maintain
a corrirnorl basic system.

From the users' point of view it should meet other requirements.
It should:

- handle data in a number of physical forms;

- he simple enouoh to understand so that the user would
have control over the tasks he needed to perform;

- provide a wide variety of outputs.

From the manager's point of view, still other requirements
needed to be met. The system should:

- he cost effective o that the cost of hardware could
be written off over a specified period of time;

- be able to accept output fro other systems so that
the particular needs of users could he satisfied;

- he comnatible with other International information
systems for which it could be used as an input and
output system.
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These thn were our c1uidin princioles.

System development started in June 1976. Consultations Were
carried out with the library on its needs an reular rr'eetipns were
held between librarians and the computer group.

Coinciding with the design of the new system, the library made
a move towards pronotin a standardised 1bliogranhic exchange forrat
by adopting the recomnendations of the "Reference manual for machine-
readable bibliographic lescriritions" (Jt1TSTST/ICST.!_AH orkinq Group
on Bihi iooraptuic I)escrintions, I 74) for formatting its bibi lOgraphic
records. The DEVSTS study feam t'd lready recommended this format
for creatino orld-wiie r3ata base of literature in the development
sciences.

'1JJI5IS MD TfF USER

To the user the system is, in sorre respects similar to ISIS.
It performs all the same library manacyement and information retrieval
functions that the IPRC version of ISIS nerformed, hut it also
allows different users to view the data base in the ay most
appropriate to their particular interests. Thus the acquisitions
staff see, besides selected bibliographic fields, all. those fields
which relate to ordering, whereas the catalouers see all the
bibliographic fields but none of the fields relatino to orderin
pro ce dii r e s.

Data Base Building

Very briefly, the creation of the library data base can be
described as follows:

Information entered on line by the acquisitions section is
used to generate computer orinted nurchase orders on specially
designed forms, When the on ered item Is received, the same
record that generated the order is accessed from the
catalouing point of view in order to update the cataloguing
data and acid the abstract. Tecords are written in. English,
French or Spanish (the three working languages of the IDRC)
according to the language of the docunent. Once the cataloguing
data has been proofread and pronounced "clean", it is "released"
by the database manager for retrieval. Sublect access to
the collection is via on line searching of descriptors
assigned to each Item from the trilingual "acrothesauruS
for information processing in the field of economic and
social development" (Organisation for Economic Co-operation
and Development, 1978). Prior to the publication of this
second edition of the Macrothesaurus, the IPRC iesion of
the first edition was used. The library presently has a
data base of some 25 000 records comprising records for
monographs, analytics and serials.
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The are five automated authority tiles linked to th the
library data base and the flEVSIS cita base.

(i) Tnc' uthority of Institution ames

This file holds the name, location and the ISO two-
letter country codes (JS-316. Code for the
representation of nanes of countries, 1974) of
institutIons (whether identified as a corporate
author or an affiliation), that correspond, tor each
bihiloiraphic record, with the "place where the work
done", The file includes "see" references, other
lanquaqe versions, and broader-term and narrower-
tern relations. A six-digit code entered In the
corporate author or affiliation field ot the hihijo-
araphic record constitutes the link with the anpropriate
entry In the Authority File of Institution ames.
These codes can he used in bibliographic searchina in
combination with descriptors In order to retrieve items
on a particular subject oroduced by a particular
In St It u t 10 n,

Tte Thesaurus

This Is fully trilinmal. There are na1.Ih, 'rP1)Ch
and Spanish descriptors for each concept. A search
conducted in one larionaqe will retrieve all relevant
items, whatever the languaae in which the descriptors
were orlainally asstqned. The thesaurus structure
is built into the on-line searching facility so
that, for instance, all the narrower terms of a
aiven descriptor can he searched.

The Vendor Authority

Here are maintained the name and address of each
book supplier used bY the library, Tt allows names
and addresses to he nrinted out on purchase orders
when a four-letter code is entered In the vendor
field of records.

Toe 'ion-Vendor

Four-letter codes are expanded tO appropriate
trilinaual messages on the bottom of the purchase
order when the requested Item can he obtained free
or on exchange.
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(5) system-wi e triljnitiai ston wgrj ]jst

This ellTPlTidtPs "noise" words (nrepositlons, pronouns,
conjunctions, etc.) on request.

The system is fully Interactive. Asoects of comptiterised
library operations which formerly needed to be carried out by
computer staff are now carried out by library staff. This is one
of the main reasons why we believe the system to he nore
user-oriented than ISIS. The terminal coerator orders her own
proof-lists on line; global channes to the data base ran he made
on-line; printing of purchase orders Is commanded on-line. The
data base manaoer creates Indexes bY selectng the fields On which
the index will e created arid desionin' the print format, and then
either prints them out Immediately or stre 5 thp; to run later.
The print format and index sr'eciujcations can he stored and called
upon at any time to produce further nrinte indexes or to prepare
output tapes for Cn" processing. any users may use the same data
base at the same time to do many different things.

The system handles all French and Spanish diacritics usIng
the options available within the I5) 7-bit coded character set
(ISO-646. 7-bit coded character set for information processing
exchange, 73) and It has full upper and lower case capability.

Two processors are available to users for data base
b ii ii ding: -

- F.ITRY processes new records. IS's (Internal Sequence
4umhers record numbers) are generated automatically
by tne systm for those date bases requiring access by
tSN. Fields are prompted in language easily understood
by the inputter. EJTPY incorporates two very useful
features:
- any field can be automatically checked

to ensure that the item being entered
is not a duplicate, thus eliminating a

qreat deal of clerical checkino:
- fields requiring authorities can he

validated against their resnective
authority files. Validation can be
carried out either on-line or in batch.

Dual entry, i.e., entry into more than one file at a time,
Is another important feature of this processcr. For
example, a new record can be created in an authority file
at the same time as a new bibliographic record is being
created.

- t1ODIFY processes changes to records already in the
system. A record is accessed in MOPIFY either by



specifyIng its TS or throuuh a query on any desireri
field. Fields to h modified are accessed either by
field tag (consisting of one letter and three digits)
or by short mnemonic field narre. Fields can he added,
Ipleted, replaced, or chanoed, and information in one
field can be transferred to another field. Tn
global changes (i.e. the sa'e change to the same field
across the data base) can also he carried out using
identical methods to those used to modify a sinrle record.

Two other Processors are used tor out'ut:

- TflPEX sorts records to produce, for example, FYTC or VWPC
indexes, alphabetical author or title listings, or a shelf
list. PIPEX can handle the hOC sort sequence (the universal
Decimal C]as1fication is used in the JnPç Library), and
can also handle the Spanish-lanquaue a lohahetic sort
sequence.

- PPIT snecifies the forat for printing each record (order
ad arranqement of fields; insertion of literals and
punctuation) and specifies the page lay-out (number of
records per page; bether printed in co1nmns, tables, etc.).

RETRIEVAL

It seems we have spent a lot of time talking about the system
before we come at last to tie subject which Is the theme of this
session Retrieval.

The processor which carries out retrieval is (?UFIRYS

Any field In the data base can he used for retrieval using
either inverted file techniques or free text searching on a previously
selected sub-set. Two kinds of search strategy are available -
entering each operand together with Its logical relationship to the
other operands, Or entering each Operand senarately and combining
them in a subsequent operation. gperators are ":O", "1W", "ANP 1flT"
and "EflR" (either one term Or the other hut not both). Postings are
displayed at each step of a search.

An easily understood set of commands can he displayed on the
screen at any time during a search by tyoino "Helpt',

The command "rOwse" allows the Items found in a search to
bC displayed on the screen. The command "List offline" causes the
results to be printed. Fields dlsnIayed or printed depend entirely
on the wishes of the user. ny number of print formats can be
pre-defined (using the PRINI function) and the command "Format (print
format name)" can he given at any time duinq the search to chanae
the format used for displaying or printing. The user can "eep" a
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search formulation for use at a later tire, or "Save" the set of
records retrieved for use in the TWEX function.

Search1nc on a descriptor In one language automatically
retrieves items indexei in all three lan'ua'ies, Powever, a simple
command allows the user to specify that only one or two of the
three languages he searched. The user may specify that senarate
postings he displayed for each 1rcuage.

Other commands allow the current search formulation to be
disolayed or a list of inverted fields to be disolayed,

T'JISJS supports the use of thesaurus structure for subject
retrieval.. The Thesaurus is matched aoainst descriptors In the
data base to form an inverted file. There are froader Term,
tarrower Term and Related Term links between the descriptors, "Any
Tables" have been constructed to group together terms which are
often associated with each other in searching, for example, all
countries within a particular region or continent,

A command In the ?flEPY function also allows the user to perform
arithmetic operations on fields containing numeric values, This
feature Is used in the T,ibrary for calcnlattng, for example, the
amount of money committed to unfilled orders, or for calculating the
amount of money soent over a particular neriod. It Is also used by
Administration when 'iuerving the TPC Project Information System
(PINS) data base.

However, for producing printed reports based on fields
containing numeric values, the CPMPIJTE processor Is used. It
generates pseudo-fields containing the results of arithmetic
operations which can be sent to the POINT processor.

We said earlier that we were prompted to convert to a mini-
computer system for reasons of cost and convenience, and in order
to develop a viable small-scale information manaoement and retrieval
system for developing country institutions.

$ince we acquired the series IT, the series ITT has cone on
the marKet, providini more capabilities at less cost. MJrTSTS will
run lust as well, if not better, on a Series III and will. also run
on a Series 33.

The coSt of purchasing a Series 33 wIth a 5° megabyte disc
(but no tape drive) is $70 000. The 33 provIdes a maximum of 1

megabyte of memory and 480 megabytes of storage. The Series TI!
has a maximum of 2 megabytes of memory and 960 megabytes of storage.
Its price, includlnq a 50 megabyte disc and tape drive, Is $115 O0(,
The cost of acquiring a Series 33 and neripherals for an
organisatlon the size of IDPC would be around $135 000 and the
cost ot a Series ITT tor the same size of organisation would he
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around $10 000, This represents a smaller investment than was
made by IDRC in 1976 to acquire the Series II. Costs are olnq
down!

In the final analysis, obviously, the system is less important
than the information it retrieves, At JDPC we can now provide access
from the followino files:

IDRC - around 25 000 recorJs itving hihlioclraphic
description and subject analysis of the
library's holdings in subject areas
relating to development.

PEVSTS - 200() records renresentinq current literature
on development produced in Canada, the Federal
Republic Of Ger'any, PaKistan and the Philippines.

SALUS - 50°0 records giving bibliographic description
and long informative abstracts of documents
from all over the world on lowcost rural
health care and health manpower planning.

FA) - 40 000 records representing the holdings of
the F'A) Library.

I LO - qp 000 records representinu the holdings of
the TL() Library.

IJUIDO - 7000 records reoresenting the holdings of the
UJIflJ Library,

IPESC(.J - 1. 000 records relating to Unesco docutnents
and c'uhllcations.

We cannot at the moment mkp all these files available
simultaneously, but we hope to be able to do so in the near future
when we add further disc capacity to our HP.

In some of our files, retrieval capabilities are quite original.
In the OFVSIS file we can retrieve, for example, documents on
agricultural projects in any African country with an investment value
of over $100 000.

We have been approached to provide !;T!ISIS software to a number
of institutions In Other countries.

The International Labour Office in Geneva will ue MIMISIS not
only to provide data base management and retrieval on the Library's
large data base but also to manaie their iraillnq lIst, the logging
In of incomina mail and telexes, the acquisition Of equipment for
projects, their project Information file, and their candidates file.

The Agricultural University at Jageningen in the Netherlands
wjJ.J use MI NISTS to run the large University Library.



The Centre national de docunentation auricole in Tuolsa will
use the system for data base building and retrieval and plans to
load AGRIS tapes for retrieval,

ITfl.tn the 'SSR will use the system for, oriqst other things,
building a data base in the framework of DF'vsTs,

In Canada, the Snort inforation Resource Centre uses hIISIs
to manage a bibliographic data base of 50 0fl records; and the
Department of Health and Welfare is using the system to build a
data base of reports on safety and health with regard to chemicals,
Health and welfare ha previously used a service burea!,1 which they
found extremely costly and limited in canability,

some of these jnstit.tions not Only intend to use MIi5JS but
also wish to participate In cooperative nrOlects with TDPc. They
wish to use MINISIS to help huti data hase of lltc. rature in
agriculture and In economic and social developnent, "uch of this
information is unpublished and has never before been recorded in
any library Or information syster, By creating computerised tiles
and mainq them available to international systems, such information
will become available for the first time.

Thus, ttie main reason we eharKed on the I'IrIsIS program
was to encourage the recording and snaring of valuable Unpublished
literature. Our lecisiop appears to have been justified by the
results.
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